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You’ve got a lot riding on your tires every day; winter is no exception. 

Winterized tires make your fleet safer and more profitable. These simple tips 

can make all the difference during those dark, frigid months.

1. Maintain proper tire pressure

Optimal pressure doesn’t just increase mileage; it extends  

the life of the tires for your entire fleet. While this is true  

year-round, it’s more difficult to maintain proper inflation when 

the temperatures dip. Tire pressure decreases about 2psi for 

every 10 degrees Fahrenheit. When the temperature drops, 

so does your tire pressure (see graph). The best time to check 

your tire pressure is first thing in the morning, or after the  

tires haven’t been in operation for several hours. 

Winter driving is difficult, and improperly inflated 

tires make it even harder. Under-inflated tires 

cause the vehicle to handle sluggishly and 

require even longer stopping distance. One 

simple solution is the Halo® automatic tire 

inflation product from Aperia. It’s a simple, 

elegant solution that monitors and keep your 

tires at precisely the right pressure at all times. With more than 

one billion miles logged, fleets average an increase of 2.5% 

better fuel efficiency and have added 15% more life to their tires.

2. Don’t tread lightly

Driving with low tread is unsafe during the summer, but it’s 

particularly dangerous during the winter months. In addition to 

increasing the risk of hydroplaning on wet roads, winter road 

surfaces can change rapidly – without warning. Ice, sleet, slush, 

and snow can make driving with low tread unmanageable and 

dangerous for everyone. 

Don’t ever mix treads on the rear axles of dual-wheeled vehicles; 

this will create uneven wear and could result in a loss of 

traction. Steer tires must have at least 4/32 inches of tread 

depth, and all other tires must have 2/32 inches. A tread-depth 

gauge is an inexpensive tool that can help keep your drivers  

safe and your trucks on the road.

3. The impact of your balancing act

The consequences of steer tires that are out of balance or 

improperly aligned are amplified on slick or snow-covered roads. 

In addition to the excess vibration and corresponding loss of 

control, improper balance and alignment will cause irregular 

wear and reduce the life of your tire.
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As a critical part of the fleet operation, tire pressure management is the  
most important aspect of your winter tire program.
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4.  Break the ice, or suffer a spring blowout.

Most tire troubles occur in the springtime. Not because spring 

weather is harsh on tires, but because of winter wear. When 

all-season tires are exposed to extreme temperatures for an 

extended time, the chemical compounds break down, and the 

tires lose their elasticity. They become more brittle and prone 

to excess wear. Additionally, condensation caused by cold 

temperatures can gather in the core of the tire valve. When this 

moisture freezes and expands, it creates a gap that allows air to 

escape and tire pressure to drop.

5. Don’t overlook the inside

On dual-wheel vehicles, the tire on the inside often gets 

neglected. Admittedly, it can be physically taxing to check the 

pressure and tread on inner tires, but it’s vital to include them 

in your driver’s pre-trip checklist. In addition to measuring tread 

wear, ensuring each tire on an axle is at the same pressure is a 

key safety measure. When one tire is less-inflated than the other, 

it creates excess friction on the tire, resulting in more wear and 

a shorter life of that tire.

“Shockingly, only 17 percent of drivers know how to  

check the pressure in their tires, and 50 percent don’t know  

the proper inflation for the tires on their vehicle.”

6. Help your drivers manage pressure

Maintaining proper tire pressure is imperative, 

particularly in the harsh environment during 

the winter months. Shockingly, only 17% 

of drivers know how to properly check the 

pressure in their tires, and 50% don’t know 

the proper inflation for the tires on their vehicle. 

The related statistics don’t get any better. 21% of vehicle-

defect accidents are due to improper tire pressure, and 50% 

of emergency roadside service calls are tire-related. Making 

sure your drivers are properly trained to maintain their tires 

and ensuring tire inspections are a regular part of their pre-trip 

routine can save money and, more importantly, lives.

7. The foundation of your safety

Many fleets make wise investments in advanced safety features 

that can go a long way to keep your fleet on the road all winter 

long. But even the best brake systems, stability systems, and 

advanced driver assistance technology can fail if the tires aren’t 

properly inflated. Approximately 190,000 vehicle violations cited 

by the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration annually. The 

FMCSA isn’t out to get drivers; it’s there to keep your drivers and 

the public safe. Simple education and training go a long way  

to lower fuel costs, extend the life of your tires, and keep your 

fleet out of danger and on the road.

It doesn’t matter if your fleet is headed across town or across the 

country – you can dramatically improve the safety of your drivers 

and the public by ensuring your tires are ready for the winter. It’s 

not just the right thing to do; it’s a smart business decision.

Aperia Technologies engineers innovation to make transportation more efficient, safer, and better for the environment. The company’s 

Halo® Tire Inflator and related products improve fuel economy and road safety while reducing tire expenditures, downtime, and 

maintenance costs for commercial fleets. Aperia partners with tire manufacturers and fleets to offer industry-leading technology that 

gives our partners a competitive advantage. For more information, visit http://www.aperiatech.com.




